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Abstract
Context. Measuring and calibrating relations between cluster observables is critical for resource-limited
studies. The mass–richness relation of clusters offers an observationally inexpensive way of estimating
masses. Its calibration is essential for cluster and cosmological studies, especially for high-redshift
clusters. Weak gravitational lensing magnification is a promising and complementary method to shear
studies, that can be applied at higher redshifts.
Aims. We aim to employ the weak lensing magnification method to calibrate the mass–richness relation
up to a redshift of 1.4. We used the Spitzer Adaptation of the Red-Sequence Cluster Survey (SpARCS)
galaxy cluster candidates (0.2 < z < 1.4) and optical data from the Canada France Hawaii Telescope
(CFHT) to test whether magnification can be effectively used to constrain the mass of high-redshift
clusters.
Methods. Lyman-break galaxies (LBGs) selected using the u-band dropout technique and their colours
were used as a background sample of sources. LBG positions were cross-correlated with the centres of
the sample of SpARCS clusters to estimate the magnification signal, which was optimally-weighted using
an externally-calibrated LBG luminosity function. The signal was measured for cluster sub-samples,
binned in both redshift and richness.
Results. We measured the cross-correlation between the positions of galaxy cluster candidates and LBGs
and detected a weak lensing magnification signal for all bins at a detection significance of 2.6–5.5σ. In
particular, the significance of the measurement for clusters with z> 1.0 is 4.1σ; for the entire cluster
sample we obtained an average M200 of 1.28 -0.21+0.23 × 1014 M⊙.

Conclusions. Our measurements demonstrated the feasibility of using weak lensing magnification as a
viable tool for determining the average halo masses for samples of high redshift galaxy clusters. The
results also established the success of using galaxy over-densities to select massive clusters at z > 1.
Additional studies are necessary for further modelling of the various systematic effects we discussed.
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ABSTRACT
Context. Measuring and calibrating relations between cluster observables is critical for resource-limited studies. The mass–richness

relation of clusters offers an observationally inexpensive way of estimating masses. Its calibration is essential for cluster and cosmological studies, especially for high-redshift clusters. Weak gravitational lensing magnification is a promising and complementary
method to shear studies, that can be applied at higher redshifts.
Aims. We aim to employ the weak lensing magnification method to calibrate the mass–richness relation up to a redshift of 1.4. We
used the Spitzer Adaptation of the Red-Sequence Cluster Survey (SpARCS) galaxy cluster candidates (0.2 < z < 1.4) and optical
data from the Canada France Hawaii Telescope (CFHT) to test whether magnification can be effectively used to constrain the mass of
high-redshift clusters.
Methods. Lyman-break galaxies (LBGs) selected using the u-band dropout technique and their colours were used as a background
sample of sources. LBG positions were cross-correlated with the centres of the sample of SpARCS clusters to estimate the magnification signal, which was optimally-weighted using an externally-calibrated LBG luminosity function. The signal was measured for
cluster sub-samples, binned in both redshift and richness.
Results. We measured the cross-correlation between the positions of galaxy cluster candidates and LBGs and detected a weak lensing
magnification signal for all bins at a detection significance of 2.6–5.5σ. In particular, the significance of the measurement for clusters
+0.23
with z > 1.0 is 4.1σ; for the entire cluster sample we obtained an average M200 of 1.28 −0.21
× 1014 M .
Conclusions. Our measurements demonstrated the feasibility of using weak lensing magnification as a viable tool for determining
the average halo masses for samples of high redshift galaxy clusters. The results also established the success of using galaxy overdensities to select massive clusters at z > 1. Additional studies are necessary for further modelling of the various systematic effects
we discussed.
Key words. gravitational lensing: weak – galaxies: clusters: general – galaxies: clusters: individual: SpARCS

1. Introduction
The statistical properties of the distribution of mass in the Universe is one of the fundamental predictions of any cosmological
model. The properties of the large scale structure can be used
as powerful constraints on cosmological parameters. Galaxy
clusters are the largest gravitationally bound structures in the
Universe, containing hundreds to thousands of galaxies, with
typical masses ranging between 1014 –1015 M (see Voit 2005;
Allen et al. 2011, for reviews). Besides galaxies, clusters also
contain large amounts of dark matter and hot, X-ray emitting
intra-cluster gas. One very useful property of galaxy clusters is
that the relative proportions between these three main components remain approximately constant, therefore the total mass

can be estimated by measuring the properties of only one component, resulting in several scaling relations (see Giodini et al.
2013, for a comprehensive review). The correlation between the
total mass of a galaxy cluster and the number of galaxies belonging to it (richness) is one of the most accessible scaling relations.
However, clusters evolve with time and interact with each other;
consequently the scaling relations must be calibrated to consider
these changes. At high redshift (z > 0.8), galaxy clusters are observed while they are still in the assembly phase and therefore,
certain assumptions about their dynamical state required for an
accurate estimate using the X-ray emissions or velocity dispersions of galaxies, might not hold any more.
Gravitational lensing has the unique property among different methods of mass measurement that it is sensitive to all
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of the mass along the line of sight, not differentiating between
dark and baryonic matter and being independent of assumptions regarding the dynamical state of matter (for an in-depth
review, see Bartelmann & Schneider 2001). There are various
ways of using the gravitational deflection of light to determine
the properties of massive objects, each with its own set of advantages and disadvantages. Multiple images and strong lensing arcs are most useful for studying the innermost areas of
galaxy clusters and obtaining precise mass estimates, but these
methods are applicable only in the case of very massive clusters. In contrast, weak lensing shear measurements are based
on the statistical properties of the minute deformations measured for the observed shape of background galaxies. Modelling
of the shear distortion has been intensively studied, developing into a set of reliable methods of measurement for stacks of
cluster samples, and even for individual clusters which are situated at the high end of the mass spectrum (Gruen et al. 2014;
Umetsu et al. 2014; Applegate et al. 2014; von der Linden et al.
2014a,b; Hoekstra et al. 2015). Shear-based weak lensing techniques can be applied to a wide range of clusters, but since these
measurements rely on precise measurements of shapes, this requires galaxies to be resolved. This limits the applicability of the
method to low redshifts using ground-based telescopes. Spacebased telescopes such as the Hubble Space Telescope provide an
alternative to this issue, albeit an observationally expensive one
(Schrabback et al. 2018).
We employed a third method based on gravitational lensing
to estimate the cluster masses: the weak lensing magnification
effect. Magnification is a geometric consequence of gravitational
lensing, equivalent to an enlargement of the observed solid angle. The sources appear to have a greater angular size and because the surface brightness remains constant, the observed flux
will be amplified accordingly. It has the advantage of providing mass estimates at higher redshifts compared to other lensing methods, while using less demanding observational data. Although the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) provided by magnification
measurements is lower per galaxy than the corresponding shearbased estimate, this is partly compensated by the fact that magnification does not require the use of resolved sources unlike
shear-based methods. The magnification component of lensing
has been measured with increasing accuracy and precision in recent years, with some studies taking advantage of the complementarity between shear and magnification for cluster analyses
(e.g. Umetsu et al. 2011, 2014).
This work used Lyman-break galaxies (LBGs) as background sources (see Steidel et al. 1996; Giavalisco 2002), measuring the magnification-induced deviation of the source number densities from the average (several studies have previously
used this method, see Hildebrandt et al. 2009, 2011, 2013;
Morrison et al. 2012; Ford et al. 2012, 2014). Using LBGs as
background sources brings several important advantages, such
as the fact that their redshift distribution is well known, contamination at low redshift is small and the spatial density is higher
than for other sources previously used in studies using similar
techniques (e.g. quasars).
For any magnitude bin, the observed number density of
sources can increase or decrease, depending on the local slope
of the luminosity function (i.e. source magnitude, see Narayan
1989). Through stacking the signal from a sample of clusters, the
S/N of the measurements is boosted, while the dominant source
of noise, the physical clustering of the background (source)
galaxies, is averaged out.
The magnification signal was measured by using crosscorrelation between cluster centres and LBG candidate
A141, page 2 of 13

positions. This method provides an estimate of the average
M200 for the sample of clusters used for measuring the crosscorrelation. The magnification signal is modelled with a composite large scale structure halo model, taking cluster miscentering and low-redshift contamination of sources into account.
In Sect. 2 we described the data. Optical data reduction, selection procedures for cluster candidates, sources and systematic tests are discussed in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4 we detailed the
methodology for measuring and modelling of the magnification signal. The results were presented in Sect. 5 and discussed
in Sect. 6, while the conclusions can be found in Sect. 7. The
cosmological model used in this paper is based on the standard Lambda cold dark matter (ΛCDM) cosmology with H0 =
67.3 km s−1 Mpc−1 , ΩM = 0.316, ΩΛ = 1 − ΩM = 0.684 and
σ8 = 0.83 (see Planck Collaboration XIII 2016), while distances
are in megaparsecs. All magnitudes throughout the paper are in
the AB system.

2. Data
2.1. Infrared

The Spitzer Wide-area InfraRed Extragalactic Legacy Survey1
(SWIRE; Lonsdale et al. 2003) is one of the six large legacy
surveys observed during the first year in space of the Spitzer
Space Telescope. It covers approximately 50 deg2 in all 7 infrared wavelength bands available on Spitzer: four with the infrared array camera (IRAC; see Fazio et al. 2004) at 3.6, 4.5, 5.8,
8 µm, and three more with the Multiband Imaging Photometer
for Spitzer (MIPS; see Rieke et al. 2004), at 24, 70 and 160 µm.
The survey is divided in six separate patches on the sky, with
three located in the northern hemisphere (European Large Area
ISO Survey – ELAIS – N1, N2 and the Lockman Hole), two
of the fields in the southern hemisphere (ELAIS S1 and Chandra Deep Field South) and one equatorial field, XMM-Newton
Large Scale Structure Survey (XMM LSS). We used only the
XMM LSS, ELAIS N1&N2 and the Lockman hole fields in this
study. Figure 1 shows the outline of the four SWIRE fields that
overlap with the CFHT data and the individual CFHT pointings
used in this work.
2.2. Cluster catalogue

The Spitzer Adaptation of the Red-Sequence Cluster Survey (SpARCS; Wilson et al. (2009), Muzzin et al. (2009)) is a
follow-up survey of the SWIRE fields in the z0 band down to a
mean depth of z0AB = 24.0 at 5σ (for extended sources), using
MegaCam on the 3.6 m CFHT for the three Northern fields and
XMM LSS, while MOSAIC II was used on the 4 m Blanco telescope at the Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory (CTIO)
for the Southern Fields. It is one of the largest high-z cluster surveys with a total area of 41.9 deg2 , with hundreds of z > 1 cluster
candidates based on the z0 − 3.6 µm colour.
The SpARCS cluster catalogue was created by using a
modified version of the Gladders & Yee (2000) algorithm, as
described in detail by Muzzin et al. (2008). The cluster redsequence (CRS) method employed requires the use of only two
imaging passbands that span the rest-frame of the 4000 Å break
feature in early type galaxies. Elliptical galaxies constitute the
dominant population in galaxy clusters, lying along a linear
relation in colour–magnitude space. In the colour–magnitude
1

http://swire.ipac.caltech.edu/swire/public/
survey.html
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Fig. 1. Outline of the SpARCS fields observable from the northern
hemisphere. The blue area traces the distribution of sources detected
in SWIRE (with the original data masking applied), while the black
squares show the locations of the CFHT individual pointings, each covering approximately 1 deg2 . The bottom green squares in the XMM LSS
field outline the CFHTLS pointings we use. Pointing centres are marked
with black dots.

diagram constructed with such a combination of filters, elliptical galaxies in clusters appear always as the reddest and brightest at any specific redshift, strongly contrasting with the field
population.
Muzzin et al. (2009) and Wilson et al. (2009) construct the
cluster candidates catalogue by finding peaks in the smoothed
spatial galaxy density maps of individual colour slices representing different redshifts. Galaxies are given weights based on
several criteria. In addition to weights based on their colours,
galaxies are also weighted based on their apparent magnitude,
relative to a fiducial M∗ value, since early type cluster galaxies are usually the reddest and brightest galaxies within a colour
slice. The probability of belonging to a colour sequence model
line for a particular galaxy is also taken into account by weighting. A probability map is constructed for each colour slice by
considering the aforementioned weights, representing the spatial galaxy density map of the survey within each redshift slice.
The pixel size for each map is 125 kpc at all redshifts. The
galaxies within each pixel are added, weighted by the product
of the corresponding colour and magnitude weights. Each map
has the noise properties homogenized by smoothing with an exponential kernel and by adding redshift dependent noise maps.
We refer the reader to Sects. 3.1–3.6 of Muzzin et al. (2008) for
a detailed description of the cluster detection algorithm and to
Muzzin et al. (2009) and Wilson et al. (2009) for more details
on its application to the SpARCS dataset.
The richness parameter associated with these detections is
quantified by Nred , a slightly altered version of the cluster-center
galaxy correlation amplitude (Bgc ) estimator described in detail by Yee & López-Cruz (1999). Nred represents the number
of background-subtracted, red-sequence galaxies brighter than
M ∗ + 1 within a 500 kpc circular aperture. M ∗ is determined
from the survey data (see Sect. 5.1 and Fig. 14 in Muzzin et al.
2008), while the width of the red-sequence is chosen to be

±0.15 mag at all redshifts. The scaled version of Nred , Bgc has
been shown to correlate well with various cluster properties (e.g.
R200 , X-ray temperature, velocity dispersion, virial radius, see
Yee & López-Cruz 1999; Yee & Ellingson 2003; Gilbank et al.
2004; Muzzin et al. 2007).
The exact position of the cluster centre is a critical piece
of information as many important properties are estimated using measurements that depend significantly on the approximated
centre position (e.g. richness, mass, luminosity function etc.).
Muzzin et al. (2008) estimate two centroids, one based on the
location of the peak of the red sequence probability flux in the
probability maps, and the other defined as the position where the
Nred is maximized. We correct for cluster miscentering statistically in the model by shifting the cluster centers with a radial offset following a 2D Gaussian probability distribution (see Fig. 1
in Ford et al. 2014). Since the difference between these two centroid estimates is small and it does not make a significant difference in the final results, we chose to use only the former cluster
centre estimates from Muzzin et al. (2008), that is the position
where the Nred is maximised.
The CRS technique is well tested and is an observationally
efficient method for selecting galaxy clusters in high-redshift
surveys (Gladders & Yee 2005; Wilson et al. 2005), providing
photometric redshifts accurate to 5 percent (Gilbank et al. 2007;
Blindert et al. 2004) as well as low false-positive rates (smaller
than 5%, see for example Gilbank et al. 2007; Blindert et al.
2004; Gladders & Yee 2005). As part of the Gemini CLuster Astrophysics Spectroscopic Survey (GCLASS), 10 of the richest
cluster candidates in SpARCS with a photometric redshift range
0.86 ≤ z ≤ 1.34 were observed spectroscopically over 25 nights
with the Gemini North and South telescopes, confirming their
cluster nature and their distance estimated with the CRS algorithm (Muzzin et al. 2012; van der Burg et al. 2014).
We selected 287 candidate clusters from the SpARCS catalogue compiled by Muzzin et al. (2009) and Wilson et al. (2009),
with a cut-off in richness Nred ≥ 10, which ensures that the detection significance is high and the candidate has a high likelihood of being a real galaxy cluster. The distribution of redshifts
and of the Nred richness for the sample, along with six individual
clusters from GCLASS can be seen in Fig. 2.
2.3. Optical ugriz

We added ugri coverage to the Northern SpARCS fields from
available CFHT archival and proprietary data, with the total area
and available filters for each patch described in Table 1. The
MegaCam instrument is mounted in the CFHT prime focus and
consists of 36 charge-coupled devices (2048 × 4612 pixels each,
totalling 340 megapixels) with a pixel scale of 000. 187 and covering a total field of view of about 1 deg2 .
We obtained 35 individual CFHT MegaCam pointings designed to maximise the total overlap with the SWIRE fields.
Coverage in the i-band is available only for the pointings overlapping the XMM LSS area2 . We aimed to have a uniform depth
for the fields in all bands, complementing existing data with our
observations. The r-band average depth goal was r . 24.5, since
the brightest LBGs (.24.5) carry the largest signal. Table 2 contains the average seeing, limit magnitude and exposure time of
each band. The limit magnitude is based on the values given
per pixel by SExtractor and are calculated for a 200 (diameter)
2

The corresponding CFHT proposal identification codes (PIDs) for
the SpARCS optical data are: 12AC02, 12AC99, 12BC05, 11BC97 and
11BC23.
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Table 1. Properties of the four SpARCS fields used in this study.

Field name

RA (centre)
( HH:MM:SS)

Dec (centre)
( DD:MM:SS)

SWIRE 3.6 µm
 area
deg2

SpARCS

area
deg2

Usable overlap
 area
deg2

Passbands

XMM LSS
Lockman Hole
ELAIS N1
ELAIS N2
Total

02:21:20
10:45:00
16:11:00
16:36:48

–04:30:00
+58:00:00
+55:00:00
+41:01:45

9.4
11.6
9.8
4.4
50.4

11.7
12.9
10.3
4.3
55.4

7.3
9.7
4.3
3.4
41.9

ugriz
ugrz
ugrz
ugrz

42

10

38

9

6

26

5

22

4

18

3

14

2

Number of clusters per bin

7

30

Nred

Filter

8

34

1

10
0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

z

1.0

1.2

1.4

0

Fig. 2. Number density as a function of redshift and richness for the
sample of galaxy clusters used in this study. The six GCLASS clusters
falling within the area covered by the CFHT data are shown individually
with the red points, with the errorbars representing the uncertainty in
their Nred values.

circular aperture at 5σ. The minimum number of images stacked
for each filter per pointing is four.
For approximately 7 deg2 of the XMM LSS area we made
use of existing data reduced by the CFHTLenS collaboration
(Heymans et al. 2012) using similar tools and methods to our
approach, which ensure uniformity in the final data products
(Hildebrandt et al. 2012; Erben et al. 2013).

3. Data reduction and source selection
3.1. Basic data reduction

The CFHT data retrieved from the archive are already preprocessed with ELIXIR3 (Magnier & Cuillandre 2004). This
pre-processing includes the masking of dead or hot pixels,
bias and overscan correction, flat-fielding, photometric superflat,
fringe correction for the i and z data, and a rough astrometric and
photometric solution for each field.
We detail below the main steps of the subsequent data reduction process, which are based on the work-flow used by
the CFHTLenS collaboration (Heymans et al. 2012; Erben et al.
2013), additionally convolving the different bands to the same
(worst) seeing (PSF homogenization) (Hildebrandt et al. 2013).
1. A basic quality control was carried out for each of the images, identifying chips with a large number of saturated
3

CFHT data reduction pipeline.
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Table 2. Average seeing (before PSF homogenization), limit magnitude,
and exposure times for each filter of the CFHT individual pointings.

u
g
r
i
z

Seeing
(00 )
0.96
0.95
0.81
0.80
0.68

Limit magnitude
(mag)
24.28
24.61
24.20
23.50
23.15

Exposure time
(h)
1.17
0.91
0.87
0.59
1.76

pixels, severe tracking errors, misidentified image type, incorrect exposure time etc.
2. Satellite tracks were identified using a method based on a
feature extraction technique (Hough transform, see Vandame
2001).
3. Weight images were created for each chip, including dead
or hot pixels or columns, saturated areas of the chips (e.g.
the centres of very bright stars) and the satellite track masks
from the previous step.
4. The source catalogues necessary for astrometric calibration were created using Source Extractor (SExtractor,
Bertin & Arnouts 1996).
5. Absolute, internal astrometric calibration, and the relative
photometric calibration of the ugriz-band images was accomplished for each field using Software for Calibrating AstroMetry and Photometry (SCAMP; Bertin 2006) and the
2MASS astrometric catalogue (Skrutskie et al. 2006) as a
reference.
6. The coaddition of images was accomplished using the
weighted average method with the SWARP software
(Bertin et al. 2002).
7. To account for the photometric issues created by PSF heterogeneity between different bands, we convolved the images to
the same PSF using methods developed by Kuijken (2008).
8. With SExtractor it is possible to detect sources in one band
and measure photometric quantities on another (dual image
mode). We detected sources on the r-band, which is on average the deepest. This has the advantage that photometry
can be forced in another band at a location where a source is
known to exist and that colours are very accurately estimated
if the PSF is uniform between different bands. The multicolour catalogue contains measurements in all bands for all
of the r-band detected sources, in isophotal apertures defined
by the r-band measurement. Five contiguous pixels with a

A. Tudorica et al.: Weak lensing magnification of SpARCS galaxy clusters

10. The final absolute photometric calibration was based on
SDSS DR10 (Ahn et al. 2014). We compared the median
magnitude of stellar objects in our multicolour catalogue and
shift each band to match with the median magnitude of the
same objects in SDSS DR10.
11. Photometric redshifts were estimated using the BPZ4 code
(Benítez 2000), based on priors from the VIMOS VLT Deep
Survey (VVDS, see Le Fèvre et al. 2013; Raichoor et al.
2014). We also provide photo-z estimates for objects that are
not detected in one or more of the ugiz-bands (objects that
have magnitudes fainter than the limit magnitudes in each
field, which can occur with the dual-image mode of SExtractor). We note though that photometric redshifts were not
used in this study.
The co-added images, weights, masks, associated source catalogues and systematic effects check-plots can be provided on request from the authors.
3.2. LBG candidates

The background population of sources used to probe the magnification signal consists of u-dropouts which are LBG candidates.
LBGs are high-redshift galaxies that undergo star formation at a
high rate (Steidel et al. 1998). Because radiation at higher energies than the Lyman limit is almost completely absorbed by
the neutral gas surrounding star-forming regions, their apparent
magnitude changes abruptly for a combination of filters spanning the Lyman limit. Employing a combination of filters in
the optical domain, generally one can select LBGs at a redshift
z > 2.5.
LBGs have been used successfully in the past for magnification studies (see Hildebrandt et al. 2009, 2013; Morrison et al.
2012; Ford et al. 2012, 2014) since their luminosity function
and redshift distribution are relatively well understood. Because
the magnification signal is sensitive to the slope of the number
counts of the sources used, knowledge of the luminosity function
is essential for such measurements. Another advantage of using
LBG as background sources is that they are situated at much
higher redshifts than the galaxy clusters studied here, therefore
reducing the probability of having a magnification-like signal induced by physical correlations between sources and clusters.
For the u-dropouts, we adopted the colour selection criteria
previously used in Hildebrandt et al. (2009):


1.5 < (u − g)



−1.0
< (g − r) < 1.2



 1.5 (g − r) < (u − g) − 0.75.
4

http://acs.pha.jhu.edu/~txitxo/bpzdoc.html

0.0
0.8

3

1.6
2.4

2

3.2
4.0

1

4.8
0

5.6

Normalized logarithmic number density

9. To mask image defects and regions where photometry is unreliable (around bright stars because of halos and diffraction
spikes, in areas with a low S/N, around reflections producing ghost images of bright objects, on top of asteroid tracks
etc.), we used the AUTOMASK software (see Erben et al.
2009; Dietrich et al. 2007) and information from the image
weights for all bands used in selecting the u-dropouts. Furthermore, each image was individually inspected visually
and other problematic regions were manually excluded from
the analysis. The masked objects were flagged in the multicolour catalogue.

4

u−g

detection threshold of 1.5σ above the background are the
minimum criteria required to have a detection by SExtractor.

6.4
1

1

0

1

g−r

2

3

4

Fig. 3. u − g vs. g − r colour–colour number density plot of the
galaxies in the SpARCS fields, selected with the SExtractor parameter CLASS_STAR < 0.9. The colour selection criteria described in
Sect. 3.2 are delineated on the upper left of the image with the shaded
area and the blue lines.

Figure 3 shows the distribution of the number density of galaxies in the u − g vs. g − r colour space, with contours logarithmically spaced. The selected u-dropouts are located in the
shaded area. The selection of dropouts using these cuts in the
g − r, u − g colour space has been shown with simulated data (for
a similar, but deeper data set) to produce a contamination level
from stars and low-z interlopers below 10% for each magnitude
bin (Hildebrandt et al. 2009). We also required the candidates
to have a SExtractor CLASS_STAR parameter smaller than 0.9,
which facilitates the rejection of most stars in the sample. Since
our median FWHM is 000. 8 in the detection band, we could still
reliably separate stars from high-redshift galaxies at bright magnitudes. An additional size constrains was added, requiring the
object to be smaller than 500 , since LBGs at z = 3.1 have a maximum size of about 2–300 (Giavalisco et al. 1996). Furthermore,
after applying the image masks to the data, each object in the
resulting sample of LBG candidates was visually inspected, rejecting obvious false detections such as:
– very extended objects;
– bright knots in spiral galaxies;
– densely populated fields (numerous objects, partially or completely overlapping);
– other image defects not being masked automatically.
A few examples of rejected u-dropout candidates can be seen in
Fig. 4.
A comparison between the u-dropout number counts as a
function of magnitude in our sample with other work can be
seen in Fig. 5. We estimated the fraction of LBGs that are lost
due to the limited depth of the data from simulations similar
to the ones used in (Hildebrandt et al. 2009). We created mock
catalogues of SpARCS depth as well as CFHTLS-Deep depth,
the latter of which are highly complete down to the magnitude
limit of SpARCS. Using the ratio of the number counts between
the two catalogues as an incompleteness correction for fainter
magnitude bins, the number density of dropouts matches very
well with other measurements in the literature. We note that this
A141, page 5 of 13
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Fig. 4. Examples of LBG candidates rejected after the visual inspection
of the entire sample (top row and bottom left) and one example of an
accepted u-dropout (bottom right). Top left and bottom left candidates
were rejected due to hot and cold pixels respectively, while the topright candidate was rejected because of the diffuse light contaminating
the photometry.
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Fig. 6. Histogram of the redshift distribution of SpARCS clusters (with
total counts normalized to unity) and the redshift probability distribution function of the LBG candidates (orange dashed line).

Additionally, we measure the cross-correlation for a sample of
clusters that does not include the low-redshift region z < 0.3,
to control for, and reduce the possibility of having a positive signal from low-redshift, physically-induced cross-correlations. We
found that since there are very few clusters with 0.2 ≤ z ≤ 0.3,
there is almost no difference if we either include or exclude them
from the measurements.
Detailed properties of the LBG populations selected using
the same methods have been described by Ford et al. (2014) and
Hildebrandt et al. (2013).

10-2
4. Methods
This work
Completeness-corrected
Steidel et. al. (1999)
Hildebrandt et. al. (2007)
CFHTLS Deep - Hildebrandt et. al. (2009)

10-3
10-422.5

23.0

23.5

24.0

r (mag)

24.5

25.0

25.5

Fig. 5. Number counts of the SpARCS u-dropout sample compared to
previous work at wavelengths that roughly match the same rest-frame
in the UV. The blue-dashed line represents the completeness-corrected
u-dropouts number counts we measure.

correction was just used for this figure and not used in the subsequent analysis. Due to the large survey volume, the cosmic
variance contribution can safely be neglected.
Applying the magnitude cuts and masks to the catalogues,
and after the manual rejection of false LBGs, we selected 16 242
u-dropouts with magnitudes in the interval range 23 ≤ r ≤ 24.5,
located at a mean redshift of z ∼ 3.1. This magnitude range was
chosen to minimize as much as possible low-redshift contamination, while still having a sufficient number of galaxies for a
meaningful measurement.
Another peculiarity of using LBG as sources is that we had to
model the redshifts of contaminants to be able to minimize their
influence on the measurements. As seen in Fig. 6, there is practically no overlap between sources and lenses at high redshifts.
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4.1. Masking correction

Another effect that could disrupt our measurement would be
the fact that galaxy cluster candidate galaxies are effectively
masking some of the LBG candidates in the background.
Umetsu et al. (2011) have developed a method of estimating the
amount of masking based on deep Subaru imaging data for a
sample of 5 massive clusters (≥1015 M ) at intermediate redshifts (0.18 ≤ z ≤ 0.45). The study found that while at large radii
the masking is insignificant, amounting to only a few percent, at
small radii the cluster galaxies can occupy even 10−20 percent
of the annulus area.
To correct for this additional masking, we adopted a simple
method similar to that described by Umetsu et al. (2011) in their
Appendix A. We selected all objects brighter than r-band magnitude 24.5 (the LBG candidates’ magnitude limit) and fainter than
r-band magnitude 16 (where our automatic masking procedure
would have already masked the objects). The area of every object
was taken to be the isophotal area above the detection threshold
of 2.5σ. For each cluster, the area of the objects was summed at
every corresponding radial bin to calculate the proportion of area
covered, with which the magnification signal was boosted. For
all cluster samples, we average the correction factors fmask and
take the errorbars as their 1σ standard deviation. Figure 7 shows
that the masking fraction depends only slightly on the redshift of
lenses, while for clusters of different richness we do not find a
significant variation of the masking fraction amplitude.
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(α−1) < 0 an anti-correlation will be observed. There is no effect
in the case of (α − 1) ≈ 0, since the dilution and amplification
effect will mutually cancel out.
For the cross-correlation measurement between the positions of galaxy clusters and LBG candidates, we assigned a
weight factor for each source of α − 1, according to its position on the luminosity function (magnitude, Scranton et al. 2005;
Ménard et al. 2003).
To estimate the optimal weight factor α − 1 required for
both the measurement and its interpretation, we relied on external LBG luminosity function measurements for the characteristic magnitude M ∗ and faint-end slope αLF (van der Burg et al.
2010). For the u-dropouts M ∗ = −20.84 and αLF = −1.6
α = 100.4(M
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Fig. 7. Masking correction factors fmask as a function of the redshift of
cluster samples. The data points are slightly shifted on the x-axis for the
sake of clarity.

Although Umetsu et al. (2011) find almost twice the amount
of masking we find at small annuli, this difference can most
likely be explained by the slight differences in methodology, by
the fact that the only cluster for which they have published the
masking correction is a highly unusual one (the very massive
and rich Abel 1689) and because at low redshift the galaxies are
larger down to a given surface brightness.
4.2. Magnification of number counts

In terms of κ and γ, the convergence and shear, we can describe
to first order the image deformation from the source to the observer frame through the Jacobian matrix A:
!
1 − κ − γ1
−γ2
A=
.
(1)
−γ2
1 − κ + γ1
The magnification factor µ is the inverse of the determinant
(Bartelmann & Schneider 2001):
1
1
=
,
(2)
detA (1 − κ)2 − |γ|2
q
where |γ|2 =
γ12 + γ22 ; γ1 and γ2 representing the shear
components.
The magnification produced by a gravitational lens can be
detected through the change from inherent (N0 ) to observed (N)
differential number counts of background sources:
µ=

N(m) d m = µα−1 N0 (m) dm,

(3)

(Narayan 1989), where m is the apparent magnitude of sources,
and α ≡ α(m) is proportional to the logarithmic slope of the
source number counts as:
α = α(m) = 2.5

d
log N0 (m).
dm

(4)

This means that the observed spatial source density of lensed
galaxies can either increase or decrease, depending on the sign of
α−1. Galaxies with number counts where (α−1) > 0 will appear
to be spatially correlated with the position of lenses, while for

∗

−M)

− αLF − 1.

(5)

LBGs selected using our method occupy a narrow region in redshift space centred around z ≈ 3.1, which we approximate with a
Dirac Delta function at the centre of the distribution. The validity of the approximation is supported by the fact that the angular
diameter distance, on which the lensing signal depends, does not
change significantly over the narrow range of the distribution.
4.3. Magnification model

The magnification signal from galaxy clusters was modelled using the Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) profile and a two-halo term
from large-scale structure, as well as taking the effects of halo
miscentering into account.
The convergence and shear were modelled as the sum of two
terms:
κ(z) = [ΣNFW (z) + Σ2halo (z)] /Σcrit ,
γ(z) = [∆ΣNFW (z) + ∆Σ2halo (z)] /Σcrit ,

(6)
(7)

where Σcrit (z) is the critical surface mass density at the lens redshift, ΣNFW is the surface mass density from the NFW halo,
Σ2halo corresponds to the critical surface mass density from the
two-halo term and ∆Σ represents the differential surface mass
density. The full expressions for the surface mass density and
differential surface mass density dependence on the dimensionless radial distance x = R/rs of an NFW lens are given by
Bartelmann (1996), Wright & Brainerd (2000).
The critical surface mass density can be described in terms
of the angular diameter distances between observer-lens Dl ,
observer-source Ds and between lens-source Dls , the gravitational constant G and the speed of light C (not to be confused
with the concentration parameter, c):
Σcrit =

C 2 Ds
·
4πG Dl Dls

(8)

The NFW density profile is given by:
ρ(r) =

δc ρcrit (z)
,
(r/rs ) (1 + r/rs )2

(9)

where ρcrit (z) is the critical density at the halo redshift z:
ρcrit (z) =

3H 2 (z)
·
8πG

(10)

H(z) is the Hubble parameter at the same redshift, G is Newton’s
constant, the scale radius is given by rs = r200 /c, where c is
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the dimensionless concentration parameter, and the characteristic halo over-density δc is given by:
200
c3
·
3 ln(1 + c) − c/(1 + c)

The radius r200 is defined as the radius inside which the mass of
the halo is equal to 200 ρcrit (see Navarro et al. 1997).
Σ2halo quantifies the contribution of neighbouring halos to the
surface mass density and is given by Johnston et al. (2007) as:
Σ2halo (R, z) = bl (M200 , z) ΩM σ28 D(z)2 Σl (R, z),

Σl (R, z) = (1 + z) ρcrit (0)

Z

∞

!
q
2
2
ξ (1 + z) R + y dy,

(13)

and
1
2π2

Z

∞

k2 P(k)
0

sin kr
dk,
kr

(14)

where r is the comoving distance, D(z) is the growth factor, P(k)
is the linear matter power spectrum, and σ8 is the amplitude of
the power spectrum on scales of 8 h−1 Mpc. The lens bias factor
bl is approximated by Seljak & Warren (2004) with:
bl (x = M/Mnl (z)) = 0.53 + 0.39x0.45 +

0.13
+ 5 × 10−4 x1.5 ,
40x + 1
(15)

where the nonlinear mass Mnl , is defined as the mass within a
sphere for which the root mean square fluctuation amplitude of
the linear field is 1.68.
Cluster miscentering was taken into account statistically in
the model by shifting the cluster centers with a radial offset
following a 2D Gaussian probability distribution (see Fig. 1 in
Ford et al. 2014). This had the net effect of smoothing the surface mass density at small scales for the NFW-2halo term model
used.
The cross-correlation w(R) between the position of galaxy
cluster centres and positions of LBG candidates was measured
in seven logarithmic physical radial bins to 3.5 Mpc.
By stacking in physical radial bins instead of angular bins,
we ensured that mixing clusters of different redshifts does not
stack the magnification signal from different physical scales. We
measured the magnification signal for each cluster sub-sample,
each time drawing randoms 1000 times the size of the sources
catalogue and with the same masking layout to account for the
survey geometry. Since we only had one single measurement per
pointing, we did not draw random catalogues for the clusters
as well, summing instead the pairs for each angular bin for all
clusters in the sample:
w(R) =

S α−1 L − hα − 1iLR∗
,
LR∗

(16)

where L stands for lenses, S α−1 for optimally-weighted sources
and R∗ for randoms. The terms represent normalized pair counts
in physical radial bins.
Full covariance matrices are estimated for each set of independent measurements directly from the data (see Fig. 8 for the
covariance matrix of the entire sample of measurements).
Assigning a constant weight for all LBG changes results
only very slightly since the slope of the number counts does not
A141, page 8 of 13
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Fig. 8. Correlation matrix (normalized covariance matrix) of the
optimally-weighted cross-correlation function between u-dropouts and
the centres of galaxy clusters.

change much over the magnitude interval where we perform our
measurements.
To avoid entering the strong lensing regime in the innermost regions of clusters, we restricted our measurements and the
model to radii larger than 1.5 times the Einstein radius. For convenience, we use the Einstein radius θE for an isothermal sphere,
which is given by:
 σ 2 D
ls
v
,
(17)
θE = 4π
C
Ds
where σv is the velocity dispersion in km s−1 , calculated using
Eq. (1) of Munari et al. (2013):
"
#1/3
h(z)M200
σv = 1100 ·
,
(18)
1015 M
where h(z) is the dimensionless Hubble parameter at redshift z.
We calculated θE for each cluster and discarded the measurements performed at radii smaller than 1.5 times of this value. As
θE is usually smaller than the innermost bin edge, only a small
proportion of the measurements is lost this way. We accounted
for this by restricting the model to the same radii as the data. This
is necessary because the mass–richness relation we use for calibration results in clusters massive enough to have their θE within
our measurements range, which induces model instability and
artefacts.
4.4. Signal-to-noise ratio estimates

To estimate the expected S/N we used the methods derived by
Van Waerbeke et al. (2010). As the S/N is so low for most individual clusters that direct measurements of the signal are impossible, we relied on stacking multiple foreground lenses to decrease the noise of the average magnification as a function of the
distance from cluster centres. The average mass and concentration parameters (M200 and c200 ) of the lenses that contribute to
the average magnification profile can then be constrained with
the likelihood:
h
i
L ∝ exp (δN (θ) − δ̄N (θ))Cδ−1N δN (δN (θ) − δ̄N (θ))T ,
(19)
where δN (θ) is the mean galaxy radial counts contrast profile that
we are measuring, and δ̄N (θ) is the galaxy count profile model.
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The noise covariance matrix, CδN δN , was estimated by choosing
200 random positions for which we estimated their angular correlation function with our LBG candidates sample. As expected,
the angular correlation is consistent with zero and the dispersion around the mean corresponds to the CδN δN matrix elements.
We then scaled the amplitude of the noise covariance matrix to
match the actual number of lenses that we use. This method ensures that the halo sampling and clustering noise of the source
population are appropriately taken into account. By maximizing
the likelihood function we found an expected S/N of about 10
for using all lenses in our sample and 6 for halos with z ≥ 0.80.
4.5. Composite-halo fits

The weak lensing magnification contribution to the crosscorrelation signal can be calculated as follows:
Nlens


1 X
wlensing (R) =
h(α − 1)2 ii µ (R, M200 )i − 1 ,
Nlens i=1

(20)

where the sum is over the number of clusters (lenses) in a given
sample selected for stacking.
Our results are not too sensitive to the choice of the mass–
concentration relation and we chose the one developed by
Duffy et al. (2008) to fix the halo concentration parameter c (see
Eq. (11)):
c = A200 (M200 /Mpivot )B200 (1 + zcluster )C200 ,

(21)

where A200 = 5.71, B200 = −0.084, C200 = −0.47, Mpivot =
2 × 1012 and zcluster is the redshift of the lens.
However, since we needed a mass to fix the halo concentration parameter, we first made use of the mass–richness relation
determined from the GCLASS cluster sample:
2.97 ± 0.26
M200 = a Nred
× 1010.63 ± 0.39 .

(22)

The richness values for the GCLASS sample are Eddingtonbiased high, given that the GCLASS sample was selected from
the main SpARCS sample due to high Nred values.
The sole fit parameter in our measurement was the amplitude of the scaling relation between mass and richness a (see
Eq. (22)). We used only the central value of Eq. (22) for the fitting procedure. The fit was performed by varying a and minimizing the reduced χ2 between the magnification model described above and the cross-correlation measurement. We also
added for comparison in Fig. 13 the mass–richness relation determined by Muzzin et al. (2007) for the Canadian Network for
Observational Cosmology (CNOC1; see Yee et al. 1996) set of
clusters, a survey of 16 rich galaxy clusters with 0.17 < z < 0.55.
M200 = (69.4 Nred )1.62 ± 0.24 × 109.86 ± 0.77 .

(23)

We used the full covariance matrix (shown in Fig. 8), as determined from the measurements themselves, to find the minimum
reduced χ2 .
Assuming statistically-independent data points (bins) and
idealized Gaussian noise, the inverse of the maximum-likelihood
estimator of the covariance is biased, with an amount depending on the ratio between the number of bins and independent
measurements. Hartlap et al. (2007) have determined a correction factor (see their Eq. (17)) which we applied here to avoid
underestimating the error bars.

5. Results
We split the cluster sample in several redshift bins, as can be
seen in Fig. 9. The uncertainty estimate on w(R) was computed
by jackknife resampling over the measurements for all clusters
included in the respective bin, while the lines show the best-fit
model to the data. The redshift z = 0.8 was chosen as marking
the transition between the low and high-redshift samples based
on the number of clusters available in each bin, with the main
catalogue roughly split in half at this value.
The measurement was carried out also on cluster samples
binned in richness (see Fig. 10), with one sample containing all
clusters with 10 ≤ Nred ≤ 12 and the other containing only the
richest clusters in the sample, with 12 ≤ Nred ≤ 37. The first
panel of Fig. 10 also shows the signal measured for large number of mock lenses situated at random positions in our survey.
We measured the signal in various bins of redshift and richness
of different widths, which can be seen in Fig. 11. This particular
binning was chosen in order to maximise the expected S/N (see
Sect. 4.4) by taking into account both the lensing efficiency as
a function of angular diameter distance and keeping a roughly
constant number of clusters below which the measurement errors become too large. Experimenting with our data set and bins
of various widths, we found that in order to keep the measurement uncertainties to an acceptable level, a number of at least
50 clusters per bin is desirable.
In all richness and redshift bins we measured the indicative
signature of magnification with detection significances between
2.6σ and 5.5σ.
It is difficult to compare our results for the mass–richness relation directly with other studies. Nred , the richness proxy that
we use, is not defined the same way as other richness estimates, and other studies will obtain different scaling relations
depending on this particular choice, as well as on the details
of the cluster detection algorithms. The uncertainties in estimating the richness parameter Nred were not propagated further in
our analysis. Fortunately, the CFHTLenS survey partly overlaps with the SpARCS area. The CFHTLenS (Heymans et al.
2012; Erben et al. 2013) cluster catalogue is based on employing the 3D-Matched-Filter cluster-finder of Milkeraitis et al.
(2010), with cluster candidates spanning a wide range of masses
(1013 −1015 M ) and redshifts (0.2 < z < 0.9). We found a number of 26 clusters with a high detection significance common to
both catalogues, at similar redshifts and with a maximum separation smaller than 6000 . σCFHTLenS represents the significance of
the likelihood peak relative to the background signal (see Eq. (5)
of Milkeraitis et al. 2010, for a detailed explanation).
Muzzin et al. (2007) and Ford et al. (2014) utilize different
definitions for richness and therefore we transformed the latter into the Nred parameter. To do so, we fitted a linear relation that goes through the origin to the richness proxies used
in the two studies, Nred SpARCS and σCFHTLenS , which can be
seen in Fig. 12. The fitting errors represented in Fig. 12 by the
shaded region were propagated into the x-range errorbars for
the CFHTLenS data points. Since the mass measurement results
in Ford et al. (2014) are given as a function of N200 instead of
σCFHTLenS , we included an additional conversion between these
two parameters, which provides the result plotted in Fig. 13. We
chose to first find the relation between the CFHTLenS σ and
Nred because they are similar richness estimates and scale well
together, unlike N200 and Nred . There are a number of caveats to
this comparison, such as additional uncertainties and systematic
biases that we do not take into account. Among these, probably most important are the fact that only a very small number
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Fig. 9. Angular cross-correlation measurements between the u-dropouts and the centres of galaxy clusters, as a function of the radial distance from
the cluster centres in physical units. The sample of galaxy clusters on which the measurement was performed is binned in redshift as shown in
each of the figure legends. Best-fit models are plotted with the dotted blue line, while our measurements are represented by the black round points.
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Fig. 10. Same as in Fig. 9, but with the cluster samples binned in richness instead of redshift. The red circles in the leftmost panel show the
cross-correlation signal measured at random lens positions in our fields.
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Fig. 11. Same as in Fig. 9, but with the cluster samples binned in richness and redshift as indicated in each panel.

of clusters is common to the two studies, which could introduce
selection bias effects, as well as the rather large cut-off in separation when matching the two catalogues, which could mean that
some clusters are erroneously matched.
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Figure 13 shows the mass and richness derived from our
measurements and results from the methodologically-similar
study based on CFHTLenS data, as well as the GCLASS
clusters.
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Fig. 12. Richness proxies for the galaxy cluster candidates common to
CFHTLenS and SpARCS. The best fit linear relation of the form y = ax
between the two quantities is shown by the continuous red line, while
the associated fitting 1σ uncertainties are shown by the shaded region.
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Fig. 14. Mass–richness relation for the SpARCS cluster samples as a
function of redshift. The dotted line and shaded region represent the
best-fit mass–richness relation amplitude for all z, while the associated fit uncertainty is shown by the shaded region. The errorbars on
the x-axis represent the ranges in Nred delimited by the 16th and 84th
percentile for each sample.

6. Discussion
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Fig. 13. Mass and richness for the SpARCS cluster samples (green
filled circles) compared to the CFHTLenS analysis results (Ford et al.
2014), where the corresponding values are transformed into the Nred
parameter as described in the text (blue filled squares). The errors of
the CFHTLenS data points have the fit uncertainty from Fig. 12 propagated as well. The red dashed line shows the mass–richness relation
from Eq. (23), with its uncertainty represented by the red shaded region,
while the GCLASS-based mass–richness relation (Eq. (22)) is shown by
the black dashed line and respectively the shaded grey area.

Figure 14 shows the mass–richness relation for the most relevant Nred and redshift bins, as well as the best-fit mass–richness
relation and its uncertainty. The horizontal error bars for the
SpARCS measurements represent the ranges in Nred delimited
by the 16th and 84th percentile for each sample. We do not observe a clear trend of the mass–richness relation with redshift.
We selected the six GCLASS clusters that are within the area
covered by the CFHT pointings for measuring the magnification
signal. However, the measurement appeared to be too noisy for
a meaningful interpretation, which can be explained by insufficient number density of the u-dropouts.

We discuss below some of the most important effects that we
are not modelling and which could potentially impact our results
and other measurements based on similar techniques.
Simulations by Hildebrandt et al. (2009) for a significantly
deeper data set show that by using the cuts in magnitude that we
also used, the contamination from stars and low-z interlopers is
below 10% in each 0.5 mag interval. Since our data are shallower
than the one for which Hildebrandt et al. (2009) assessed the
contamination, this means that the interloper proportion might
be higher in our sample, therefore contributing to a dilution of
the signal strength (if more stars are added into the sample) or to
an additional, unwanted, cross-correlation signal between lowredshift interlopers and the low-redshift cluster sample. To minimize the probability that there is a physical cross-correlation
between low-redshift contaminants in our LBG candidates sample and low-redshift galaxy clusters, we also tested a sample of
cluster candidates with 0.3 ≤ z < 0.8. This however resulted
in practically identical estimates with those given by the clusters in the 0.2 ≤ z < 0.8 bin, since there are very few cluster
candidates with such a low redshift. Therefore low redshift contamination most likely does not play an important role for our
measurements.
Besides the effective masking described in Sect. 4.1, cluster
galaxies might have another critical influence on the detection
of LBG candidates. When u-dropouts are in the angular proximity of cluster member galaxies, the measurement of their colours
could possibly also be affected. In effect, this could shift the entire population of LBGs that are close to cluster galaxies across
colour space, either by increasing magnitude measurement errors (therefore including more fake candidates and rejecting real
ones, thus increasing the overall noise of the measurement) or
by consistently shifting LBGs in the colour space as a function
of the overall galaxy cluster colours, thus creating a redshiftdependent effect.
Additionally, the method used by SExtractor for background
subtraction results in under- and over-subtraction at various
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Table 3. Results of the mass measurements for cluster samples binned in redshift and richness (see Figs. 9 and 10).

Redshift range
(z)

Nred range

Average Nred

Number of clusters

 hM200 i 
1014 M

χ2red

S /N

a

z-bins

0.2−1.4
0.2−0.5
0.5−0.8
0.8−1.0
1.0−1.4

10–37
10–37
10–37
10–37
10–37

13.9
14.5
14.4
13.3
12.8

287
71
83
67
66

1.28 +0.23
−0.21
1.56 +0.30
−0.31
1.31 +0.31
−0.27
1.19 +0.27
−0.33
1.03 +0.24
−0.28

0.8
1.4
2.2
1.9
2.3

5.5
4.6
3.5
2.6
4.1

+0.22
1.21−0.20
+0.25
1.30−0.26
+0.26
1.11−0.23
+0.29
1.28−0.36
+0.29
1.24−0.34

Nred -bins

0.2−1.4
0.2−1.4
0.2−1.4

10–12
12–15
15–37

10.9
13.3
19.5

134
77
75

0.93 +0.32
−0.21
1.25 +0.27
−0.23
4.57 +1.25
−1.16

1.8
2.5
3.2

3.2
4.4
4.0

+0.62
1.81−0.41
+0.29
1.35−0.25
+0.42
1.53−0.39

high-z-bins

0.8−1.4
0.8−1.4

10–12
12–37

10.9
15.8

67
66

0.87 +0.20
−0.22
3.44 +1.14
−1.19

2.6
2.4

3.1
3.0

+0.39
1.69−0.43
+0.74
2.22−0.77

0.2−0.8
0.2−0.8

10–12
12–37

10.9
16.9

61
93

1.20 +0.41
−0.38
3.29 +1.08
−1.11

1.6
1.7

2.8
4.4

+0.80
2.33−0.74
+0.54
1.74−0.59

Sample description

s

low-z-bins

distances from the field galaxies, especially those of sizes closest
to the smoothing kernel used to estimate the background map.
The procedures SExtractor uses to separate partly blended objects is also of relevance and must be investigated in a comprehensive manner. Understanding these effects requires detailed
simulations which go beyond the scope of this study and will
be left to future research.
Increasing the total area by including the high quality DECam data available for the southern SpARCS fields and modelling these additional effects could be of great assistance in
decreasing the noise and increasing especially the significance
and precision of the high-redshift cross-correlation measurements. This would enable us to even more accurately calibrate the mass–richness relation at z ≥ 0.8 and to use similar magnification-based methods for studying large samples of
galaxy clusters with more precision and accuracy.
In this paper we discuss many different possible systematic
errors in the measurement. We neglect several possible systematic effects on the modelling side that are usually addressed in
the galaxy cluster literature, such as the effect of large-scalestructure along the line of sight, triaxiality of galaxy clusters,
uncertainty in the M−c relation, etc. Given the size of our statistical errors we can be confident that such effects are subdominant
at the moment and defer their treatment to future work.

7. Summary and conclusions
We used optically-selected LBGs to study a sample of galaxy
cluster candidates by using the magnification bias induced by
the weak gravitational lensing magnification effect. A total of
287 galaxy cluster candidates with a high detection significance
were selected from the SpARCS catalogue, with redshifts ranging from 0.2 to 1.4 and richness (as defined by Muzzin et al.
2008) between 10 and 37. Using the Lyman-break technique
on deep ugriz optical data from CFHT, we selected a background sample of 16 242 objects with a magnitude range of
23.0 ≤ r ≤ 24.5 and situated at a redshift of z ≈ 3.1, offering both
a sufficient surface number density and good lensing efficiency.
We cross-correlated the positions of the galaxy cluster candidates and the LBGs, using an external LBG luminosity function
to calibrate our measurement. We fitted a composite NFW halo
model that takes into account the richness and redshift ranges of
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the cluster candidate sample, as well as modelling contributions
from the two-halo term, miscentering and low redshift contamination.
We report a 5.5σ detection significance for the weak lensing magnification signal w(R), measured for the entire cluster
dataset. We found an average halo mass for the cluster sample
14
with 0.2 ≤ z ≤ 1.4 of M200 = 1.28+0.23
−0.21 × 10 M . The cluster
catalogue was divided in various richness and/or redshift bins,
with the mass and normalization of the mass–richness relation
parameter a estimates for each bin presented in Table 3. As we
only fitted the amplitude a of a specific mass–richness relation, it
is important that we use a representative mass–richness relation
for the data. Ideally, we would fit both the normalisation and the
slope, thus reducing the dependence on the exact shape of the
mass–richness relation at the basis of the model fitting.
Although the contamination of the cluster catalogue with
spurious detections is not known precisely, our results indicate
that optical-IR selection of clusters does in fact select real, massive over-densities even at very high redshift (z ≥ 1) and is
a promising and efficient method for selecting large samples
of such objects with a relatively low observational effort. The
significance of the measurement for clusters at high redshift
(z ≥ 1) is a remarkable 4.1σ, thus further strengthening the case
for using weak lensing magnification methods to calibrate the
mass–richness relation for large samples of high redshift galaxy
clusters.
Even if the mass–richness scaling relation is directly applicable only to the cluster sample from which it was obtained, the
ease of measuring richness for any optical survey makes richness an important quantity to measure. A meta-study that would
compare how different richness proxies relate to each other could
provide a bridge for having more direct comparisons between
studies.
Albeit the S/N for mass measurements obtained using weak
lensing shear methods is higher in general, considerable improvements in using magnification as a complementary method
are achieved. Additionally, magnification probes the surface
mass density of the lens directly, while shear measures the differential mass density, thus the combination of these two methods
is able to break the lens mass-sheet degeneracy. Rozo & Schmidt
(2010) have shown that survey-independent statistical gains of
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the order of 40–50% can be obtained by using the two types of
measurements together.
Next generation surveys, such as Kilo Degree Survey (KiDS;
de Jong et al. 2013), Euclid (Laureijs et al. 2011), Subaru Hyper
Suprime-Cam (Takada 2010), Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST; Ivezic et al. 2008), Dark Energy Survey (DES;
The Dark Energy Survey Collaboration 2005), etc. will be expected to be able to take full advantage of the large areas covered, large number of background sources and excellent redshift
estimates in order to use the combined strengths of weak lensing shear and magnification for a large class of cosmological
and weak lensing science problems. Having a well understood
and appropriately calibrated mass–richness relation before LSST
starts providing large data sets is critical for enabling the measurement of M200 for an unprecedented large number of cluster
from imaging data alone, thus enabling very accurate cosmological studies, such as greatly strengthening constrains on the dark
energy equation of state from the cluster mass function.
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